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Banking and Finance Law Daily Wrap 

Up,CONSUMER FINANCIAL 

PROTECTION BUREAU—Court rejects 

counterclaim that CFPB pressured banks to 

dissolve relationships,(May 25, 2016) 

By Lisa M. Goolik, J.D. 

A federal district court has rejected a counterclaim by Nationwide Biweekly Administration that 

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau used “back-room pressure tactics” to persuade banks 

with which Nationwide did business to terminate those relationships, and that as a result, 

Nationwide has been put out of business. The court concluded that Nationwide’s counterclaim, 

filed in response to the CFPB’s enforcement action, lacked factual support. 

Operation Choke Point. In May 2015, the bureau filed the enforcement action against 

Nationwide, alleging that the company misled consumers about the company’s Interest 

Minimizer program. According to the bureau, Nationwide advertised that consumers enrolled in 

the program would save money without increasing their mortgage payments when, in fact, 

consumers would pay more in fees than they saved in interest for the first several years in the 

program, and many consumers would leave the program without saving any money at all (see 

Banking and Finance Law Daily, May 11, 2015). 

Nationwide accused the bureau of participating in the Justice Department’s hotly-debated 

campaign known as Operation Choke Point and persuading banks to terminate their relationships 

with Nationwide. To operate its program, Nationwide contracted with various banks who would 

make the automatic debits from customers’ accounts and hold the funds until they were 

forwarded to the respective lenders. Those banks have since terminated those contracts, and the 

company has been unable to reestablish any banking relationships. 

The court, however, concluded that Nationwide had failed to allege any facts in support of its 

allegations. Not only were there no allegations to support the bureau’s use of Operation Choke 

Point to terminate Nationwide’s banking relationships, but Nationwide had alleged enough facts 

to support an alternate theory: the banks had simply terminated their relationships in response to 

the bureau’s enforcement action. 
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